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Matches Edexcel's specification which will apply from September 2007 and includes the core units for the Development, Coaching and
Fitness, and Performance and Excellence pathways.
Training & Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Log Book For Therapists & Counsellors: List All Your CPD Courses & Hours In One
Place Calling all therapists and counsellors! Want to keep on top of all your reading and training courses? Then this notebook is for you - it
allows you to keep all the important information in one place. Whether you're in training or fully qualified, all therapists and counsellors are
required to keep their knowledge up-to-date and continue their training by reading widely and attending courses and seminars in relevant
fields. This training is known as Continuing Professional Development, or CPD. With 90 pages in all, this notebook has room to list 40 CPD
activities. Each double-page spread has space for you to record: Number of CPD hours and the date The course title (or title of the
book/publication you read) The institution (if applicable) and address Course or publication content, plus notes Ideas on how to apply what
you've learnt to client work - there is a full page for each course/publication. Lastly, there are 10 pages for further notes. A handy 7 x 10in, the
notebook is the perfect size to carry around in your bag and keep on your desk so you can keep track of your reading and other CPD
activities Perfect for both trainees and qualified practitioners It's the ideal gift for the counsellor, psychotherapist or hypnotherapist in your life.
In a single volume, the new edition of this guide gives comprehensive coverage of the developments within the fast-changing field of
professional, academic and vocational qualifications.;Fully indexed, it provides details on all university awards and over 200 career fields,
their professional and accrediting bodies, levels of membership and qualifications, and is a one-stop guide for careers advisors, students and
parents. It should also enable human resource managers to verify the qualifications of potential employees.
Nothing provided

Art Course LogbookRecord Book for Logging Information from Art Courses; Traditional and Digital Art.Independently
Published
Do you love to learn? And are you constantly buying online courses? Do you ever forget what you have already
purchased or what your login information is for each course? Well, this handy and convenient 6 x 9 inch password keeper
log book will keep you organized from now on by storing your classroom URL links, user name and password
information, order number, as well as the date of purchase, which email you used to purchase the course, how long the
money back guarantee lasts (if applicable), and what bonuses were included with the purchase (if any). The fill-in-theblank tracker, table of contents, and numbered pages make referencing the information for a particular course quick and
easy. Product Specifications: Size - 6x9 inches Custom designed pages with additional space to take notes 90 log book
pages Table of Contents for easy look up Be sure to check out all books by Logbook Tracker Publishing by clicking on
the author's name just below the title of this logbook at the top of the page.
This is the logbook that I've wanted myself for a long time! It's for tutorials, specifically art tutorials whether that is traditional or
digital art.I watch and read a LOT of art tutorials both on and offline and I'm forever forgetting where I learnt or wanted to learn a
particular technique. Was it during a course, a YouTube tutorial or maybe even in a good old book?!This logbook is designed
specifically to enable you to capture all this information and store it in one accessible place.The book is 8.5 x 11 inches with wide
ruled pages. It has plenty of space for more than 50 tutorials over a 2 page spread.One page includes space to record: Name of
tutorialTutorLocation (website url, computer folder, or book title)Expiry date (if the tutorial is time limited or subscription
based)Software (for digital art)Then comes a generous space to list materials which could range from substrates and paints to
digital brushes or hardware.The rest of the first page and the facing page are for the process, with easy on the eye, wide ruled
lines. The pages are numbered and there is an option to fill in the 'continued on page...' and jump to the pages left blank (ruled) for
this purpose at the back of the book.4 pages at the front of the book are index pages to enable you to quickly locate the
information in a completed book.I hope this helps us to become more organised and make the most of our wonderful (and
sometimes expensive) art courses.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that
Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will
help make it better.

The official Statutes and Ordinances of the University of Cambridge.
Stay Organized While Improving Your Life! Online learning is "all the rage" these days. Internet-based classes and
courses can be found on virtually every subject imaginable. And people sign up for them by the dozens (if not
hundreds!)... with very little persuasion needed! But do you find yourself signing up for online courses and classes, but
never following through with them? Or worse, forgetting about them entirely? What a waste of time and money!! It isn't
always easy to organize your online studies. Forgotten usernames and passwords... Misplaced login URLs... So many
courses available, you actually can't remember if you signed up for the same one before...? It can be SO
FRUSTRATING!! Well, with this Online Course Organizer, you can have all of the important information about all of your
expensive online courses right at your fingertips! This Online Course Organizer features: Comprehensive, 2-page spread
for each online course you sign up for (enough pages for 40 different courses!) Numbered Table of Contents for quick
access to any of your courses Login URL, username and password section for easy reference when logging into your
courses Cost section to track how much you are spending on online courses Customer service / Support contact info
section to make dealing with technical issues or questions a breeze Sign-up "Bonus" section to keep track of the extras
you get for signing up Notes section to jot down other info you might need for a particular course Personal rating/review
area to help you determine how useful a course is ... and much more! This Online Course Organizer is the perfect gift for
any student, small business owner, entrepreneur, or hustler who loves taking online classes and learning new things!
Like what you see here? Looking for something a little different? You can find many more amazing planners, journals and
specialty books by Jennifer L. Gee for TimberBelle Press by simply clicking on the author's name above this description
(below the title). You're sure to find something that will make your life easier! Remember... WRITE LIFE DOWN!
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